
Question A

2
Question B

3

George had 40 sweets.

He gave   of the sweets to Mary.

How many sweets did Mary get?

Alice had £5.

She gave   of the money to Clark.

How much money did Alice have left?



Question C

2
Question D

3

Max had 60 marbles.

He gave   of the marbles to Sophie.

How many marbles did Sophie get?

Paddy bought 180 fries.

Ash ate   of the fries.

How many fries did Paddy eat?



Question E

2
Question F

3

Pete and Penny split 45 crisps in the ratio

How many crisps did Penny get?

Paul, Dave & Mike split 320 ml of 
drink in the ratio

How much drink did Mike get?



Question G

3
Question H

3

In a bag of potatoes 

of the potatoes were rotten.

There were 35 rotten potatoes.

How many potatoes were there in total?

Claire was delivering some eggs.

She accidently broke   of the eggs!

Claire was left with 54 eggs.

How many eggs did Claire have to start with?



Question I

3
Question J

5

Patricia had some sweets.

She gave   of the sweets to Raj.

Raj got 28 sweets.

How many sweets were there to start with?

Tim had some money.

He gave   of the money to Mary.

Tim was left with £2.40

How much money did Tim have to start with?



Question K

4
Question L

5

Fran and Dan split some chocolate in the ratio

Fran got 120 g of chocolate.

How much chocolate did Dan get?

Hannah, Anna and Suzannah split 
some fries in the ratio

Hannah got 10 more fries than Suzannah.

How many fries did Anna get?



Question M

5
Question N

6

Zack, Jack and Mack split 120 strawberries.

Zack got  

Jack and Mack split the rest of 
the strawberries in the ratio

How many strawberries did Mack get?

Trish, Jenny and Jamie split a 280 g pizza.

Jenny only ate  

Trish and Jamie split the rest of 
the pizza in the ratio

How much pizza did Jamie get?



Question O

5
Question P

6

On a farm there were 60 animals.

were sheep

were pigs

The rest were cows.

Express the number of sheep, pigs and cows as
a three-part ratio.

In a bag there were some buttons coloured 
white, black or grey.

were black

of the remaining buttons were white

Express the colours of the buttons
as a three-part ratio. 
Black: White : Grey



Question Q

5
Question R

6

In a net there were 90 fish.

of the fish were blue.

The rest of the fish were green or yellow 
in the ratio

How many yellow fish were there?

Danny, Tammy and Manny split 176 sweets.

Manny got    

Danny and Tammy split the rest of 
the sweets in the ratio

How many sweets did Tammy get?



Question S

6
Question T

8

Toby, Helen and Mike sold 80 
cupcakes at their stall.

Toby sold  of the total

Helen sold  more cupcakes than Mike.

How many cupcakes did Helen sell?

On a safari Jim saw 96 animals.

of the animals he saw were birds.

Jim saw  more zebras than lions.

How many zebras did Jim see?



Question U

7
Question V

9

Ken baked 140 cookies: 
plain, chocolate, raisin and nut.

 were plain

were chocolate.

The ratio of raisin to nut cookies was

How many nut cookies did Ken bake?

Barbie cooked 240 pizzas in a  day: 
cheese, ham, bacon and veggie.

 were cheese

were ham.

The ratio of bacon to veggie pizzas was

How many bacon pizzas did Barbie cook?



Question W

8
Question X

10

In one day Paul made deserts at a restaurant.

The ratio of cold to hot deserts is

 of the cold deserts include chocolate.

5 cold deserts didn’t include chocolate.

How many deserts did Paul make in total?

Zena cooks burgers.

of the burgers have lettuce.

 of the burgers with lettuce also have cheese.

The ratio of burgers with cheese to 
burgers with no cheese  is

Zena cooks 64 burgers.

How many burgers with no cheese and
no lettuce did Zena cook?




